Abstract: Detect overlapping communities efficiently and effectively in various social networks has been more and more important. Aiming at the high complexity of expanding strategy and the defect of generating many homeless nodes in LFM, we propose a quick algorithm based on local optimization of a fitness function(QLFM). The proposed algorithm firstly select a node as seed randomly .With a local fitness function ,the algorithm then will expand from inside to outside of the seed according to the Breadth-First-Search in graph. As different seeds will expand to different communities independently ,and these communities have same nodes ,thus our method can detect overlapping nodes quickly and efficiently. An empirical evaluation of the method using real and synthetic datasets shows that the method give better result not only in time efficiency, but also in quality aspect than other methods at the overlapping community detection.
Introduction
In real world, networks are usually used to represent many complex systems. The nodes in networks represent the individuality of systems, and edges in networks represent relationship between different individualities in system. The study of networks shows that these networks always have some common properties, such as power law degree distribution, clustering and community structures. Community structures indicate that networks are made of many groups. Vertices in same group are much more connected to each other than those vertices in different groups. Community exits in many networks in real world, such as scientific collaboration network, organizations in social networks, protein complexes in biological networks. Knowledge of community structure can be useful to reveal functional organization in networks and to know more about feature of networks.
Relate Works
Many traditional community detecting methods hold that each node can only belong to one community, such as Modularity optimization [1] , [2] , Hierarchical clustering [3] , [4] , Spectral Algorithms [5] , [6] , label propagation algorithm [7] , [8] , Methods based on statistical inference [9] . However in some real networks, communities are not independent , nodes can belong to more than one community ,which will lead to overlapping communities . For example, a researcher may belong to more than one research group, or a protein may exist in multiple complex systems .Therefore, the identification of overlapping communities is of central importance.
Recently ,Many overlapping community detection algorithms have been developed .Clique percolation method [10] (CPM)holds that community are form of a set of connected sub-graphs which own shared vertices.it use clique percolation to detect overlapping communities . Similar methods include [11] , [12] ; Methods based on label propagation [13] firstly allocated a single label to each node ,And then update the label and membership degree of each node according to its neighbor nodes .finally , nodes owning the same label will be divided to the same community ,and those nodes who has more than one labels will be overlapping nodes .Methods based on edges [14] build line graph in which the node comes from the edge in original graph .then it use a non-overlapping community detection method to process the line graph ,as one node can belong to several edges ,thus ,it detect overlapping communities successfully. Methods based using the fitness function (such as LFM [15] , DEMON [16] , OSLM [17] ) assume that the communities are local structures, which comprise of the nodes of the modules themselves and the extension to the nodes in its neighborhood. This method identifies communities as sub graphs obtained by maximaization of a fitness measure. Although detecting these overlapping communities has gained a lot of attention ,it is still a challenging task for researchers to study how to detect overlapping communities in such complex networks using a more quick and efficient way.
To aim at the high complexity of expanding strategy and the defect of gaining many homeless nodes in LFM [15] , this paper propose a quick local fitness optimization method(QLFM).
In this paper ,we firstly use a local fitness function (or benefit function)which is also used in LFM as a criterion to decide whether one node is expanded .Then ,We choose a random node as a seed(started node),Our method will expand from inside to outside of the seed according to the Breadth-First-Search in graph .As different seeds will expand to different communities independently ,and these communities have same nodes ,thus our method can detect overlapping nodes quickly and efficiently . We test our method on Benchmark networks and real networks , result shows that our method has lower time-complexity and can gain higher quality communities.
Method
As usual , social network can be described as a graph ,in which represents a set of nodes ,and represents a set of edges , and are the numbers of node and edge. represents an edge whose nodes are .Being Same with LFM We define fitness function as:
( 1) where , are the total internal and external degrees of the nodes of module , is positive real-valued parameter, controlling the size of the communities. The internal degree of a module equals the double of the number of internal links of the module. The external degree is the number of links joining each member of the module with the rest of the graph .for any node ,we define its fitness function as a variation of the fitness of sub-graph with ({ })and without node ( ).the expression is :
In which is the fitness value of graph , is the fitness value of graph .
If , then the node will increase the value of fitness of graph ,add to .if , then the node isn't useful for increasing the value of fitness of graph , So ignore .
Before we introduce our expansion strategy ,we should see how it expand in LFM 1) Choose a node as seed randomly and initialize a new community ;
2) Choose all neighbors of all nodes in ,calculate the fitness value for each neighbor;
3) Add the node who has maximum fitness value to ,thus generate a new community ; 4) Caculate fitness value of each node in ; 5) if a node turns out to have negative fitness, delete it from , yielding , goto step 4); 6) Otherwise, go to step 2) ; When all neighbors of all nodes in community are negative, the community reach the best structure ,thus the method will stop expand and select next seed. In order to improve the efficiency, LFM doesn't expand from every node. it just choose a node which has never be included by communities as seed randomly.
However, in LFM, it will calculate the fitness value of all neighbors of all nodes in community in each expanding iteration.it is nothing in small network, but for those large community the neighbors set will became larger, so it is usually low efficient.
When community has expanded one node successfully or remove one node, LFM will have a backtracking to recalculate the fitness value of all nodes in new community .this step not only waste much time but yield many homeless nodes. for example, suppose we select node as seed and begin to expand from it yielding a community .if fitness value of is negative in backtracking step, then node will be removed from . As we know, most of nodes in are the neighbors of and they will have no chance to be as seed, thus, node will never be detected by other communities and become homeless node at last. Our tests also prove that the LFM will generate many homeless nodes especially in large networks. Obviously, homeless node will decrease the quality of LFM .Based on the above defects, We give a new expansion strategy .the algorithm description is: ( )
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The algorithm stops when all nodes have been assigned to at least one group .otherwise it will select a new node who have never been assigned to any community as seed. We use a queue in method .with the help of property fisrt-in and first-out of , we can easily detect the community layer by layer .
is used to record whether node is visited before. is a set of all neighbors of .In our method ,When a node is selected as seed ,it will be kernel of community and never be removed. For each iteration ,we only explore one neighbor node .the fitness value decide whether this node is added to community .our method is a greedy expansion strategy .In other words ,if the fitness value of neighbor node is positive we think it can help to optimize the structure of the community ,so we add it to community without selecting the best node from all neighbors .of course if the fitness value turns out to be negative ,we will ignore it simply and explore the next neighbor. Without backtracking after one node is explored ,our method can avoid generating homeless node and save much compute time.
Experiments will prove that our expansion strategy can give better result.
Complexity Analysis : Suppose the number of community in graph is , and the average community size is ,then the whole time complexity of QLFM is ,while the LFM reach and in worst-case. As we know, is the equal to where is the number of overlapping nodes .So it can also be expressed as , Thus our method has linear time with the size of network.
Experiment
In this section, we will compare our method(QLFM) with other famous methods (CPM [10] , COPRA [13] , LFM [15] )on synthetic and real-world networks, respectively. All implementations of these algorithms are supported by their authors. As for the parameters, CPM, where we set k = 4, which returned the best results overall; COPRA, where we set v = 3; about LFM and QLFM ,we set the same value .As COPRA, LFM, QLFM are not stable algorithms, And all results shown in experiments are the best of ten independently runs .
We firstly compare the time efficiency in artificial networks , then we compare the quality of result in both artificial networks and real networks; finally, we do experiments to explore how the parameter in QLFM impact the result.
Experiments Environment
The hardware environment is Inter Pentium Dual 2.20GHz, 2G RAM, 320G hard disk; operating system is 32-bit win7; the development tool is MyEclipse .
Experiment Data
We choose four real networks (see Table 1 ) and LFR benchmarks as the experiment dataset . [20] LFR [21] benchmark graphs are datasets used widely.it has two advantages ,the first is that it has scale-free degree and community size distributions as well as overlapping communities. besides, its To construct LFR synthetic networks, ten parameters should be given. is the number of vertices ; is average degree; is the maximum degree of node ; is the size of the smallest community;
is the size of the largest community; is the number of overlapping vertices; is the number of communities that each overlapping vertex belongs to; is the mixing parameter which is the probability of node connect to the other nodes out of community. We will introduce the detailed parameter configuration of each LFR network in the next few sections. 
Evaluation Criteria
where .according to function , is calculated as :
(6) (7) 2) For the LFR networks, as we know the community structure before. Normalized Mutual Information (the detailed definition can be found in paper [15] ) can be used to measure the similarity of the ground truth and found communities. NMI = 1 means that the found communities perfectly match the real communities. Smaller values of NMI indicate worse detection results.
Time Comparison
To compare the time efficient with LFM, we generate 20 LFR networks .the parameter is set as 1000~10000 and 10000~100000. Other parameters are same ( =10, =50, =10, =50;
=0.1). We can see the results in Fig. 1 . from the Fig. 1 , we can easily find that both QLFM and LFM have near linear running time with the growth of size of network in the left figure .this is because both methods detect the overlapping community by scanning the each nodes once or more in graph. However, We can find the QLFM is far lower than LFM. When N is over 80000, the time of LFM will increase rapidly. this is 
, Besides, QLFM has no back tracking while LFM will recalculate all nodes in current community. when the network is large, These steps is obviously a waste of time. So QLFM can get better time efficiency than LFM. 
Synthetic Networks
In this experiment ,we will produce 64 networks with different properties including network size, mix parameter , . Table 2 is the detail information .We adjust parameter , , to generate different size networks including small network with small communities (SS), small network with large communities (SL), large network with small communities (LS), and large network with large communities (LL).For each size network ,we make increase from 0.1 to 0.5 by setting step length as 0.05 to gain more complex networks(S1~S4). Also, we make increase from 2 to 7 by setting step length as 1 to create networks with different degrees of overlapping (S4~S8). QLFM even can't detect meaningful communities. In Fig. (e) -(h), although The increase of also has a bad impact on final NMI, this impact is , the NMI decrease more slowly.
2) Comparing with LFM, we can find in all cases QLFM get better performance than LFM, this is because that the LFM will generate many homeless nodes while QLFM nearly has no homeless node. these homeless nodes will influence the result significantly. 3) To compare with COPRA , we can find in most cases QLFM give better result than COPRA exception in Fig. (b) . It is worth noting that the results of COPRA jump widely such as in Fig.(c) , Fig. (d) , Fig. (f), Fig.  (h) . Especially in Fig. (d) , with the growth of mixing parameter ,the result of other methods tend to give worse result, while result of COPRA appears locally better abnormally. this suggests that CORPA is not as stable as QLFM and LFM. 4) Besides , we can also find that QLFM get better results than CPM in most of cases. In summary QLFM will produce high quality overlapping communities than other algorithms on synthetic network. 
Real Word Networks
In real networks, we use to evaluate the final community structure. 
Parameter Choice
In order to study how influences the final result of QLFM, We adjust in three real networks(Karate ,Dolphin ,Football). Fig. 3 shows relationship between the average of 10 times of test with .
From the Fig. 3 , we can find that when <0.6 QLFM give the worst performance ( =0 ) in all the three networks. When >1.7, of three networks begin to descend .QLFM can find the best average value when 0.7< <1.6 although the best average is given in different value of to three networks . So we advise to choose among [0.7, 1.6]. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced an efficient expansion strategy to detect overlapping community structure based on one local fitness function. We compare our method with LFM，CPM and COPRA on both synthetic Networks and real networks. The results show that the proposed algorithm perform better than other methods in both quality and run-time.
In addition, we also analyze the impact of experimental parameters on the result.
